
THE REFERENDUM ON THE USE OF ALCOHOL IN THE
PRACTICE OF MEDICINE

(Continued from page 2140)

On December 24, The Journal published the results of the referendum on the use of alcohol in the prac¬
tice of medicine in Illinois and Indiana. Last week appeared the reports on Idaho, Kansas, Maine, Mississippi,
Nebraska and Rhode Island. This week results are given for eleven states, viz. : Arizona, Colorado, Connecticut,
Delaware, Georgia, Iowa, Michigan, Montana, North Dakota, Ohio and Pennsylvania. Under "Comments," in
each state, are printed selections from some of the replies; lack of space prevents giving more than a few of
these comments.

ARIZONA
The prohibitory law in Arizona became effective on Jan.

1. 1915. There is no provision in it for the sale of alcoholic
liquor or alcohol as a medicine either on prescription or
otherwise.

Questionnaires were sent to 173 physicians in Arizona;
110, or 64 per cent, were returned.

On the question "Is whisky a necessary therapeutic agent?"
the vote was : yes, 55 ; no. 53.

On the question "Is beer a necessary therapeutic agent?"
the vote was: yes, 29; no, 81.

RESULTS IN ARIZONA

Number of physicians. 380
(Questionnaires sent. 173
Qustionnaires returned. 110
Percentage of returns. 64

General practitioners. 94
Surgeons. 7
Specialists. 9

Do you regard whisky as a necessary therapeutic agent in the
practice ot medicine?

Yes. CS
No. 53

Do you regard beer as a necessary therapeutic agent in the
practice of medicine?

Yes. 29
Xo. 81

Do you regard wine as a necessary therapeutic agent in the
practice of medicine?

Yes. 37
No. 73

Have instances occurred in your own practice in which unnecessary
suffering or death has resulted from the enforcement of prohi¬bition laws?

Yes. 34
Xo. 74

How many times have you found it advisable to prescribe these
liquors in a month?

Whisky: Number of physicians stating times advisable. 25
Number of physicians stating no times advisable.. 42

Beer: Number of physicians stating times advisable. 10
Number of physicians stating no times advisable. 53

Wine: Number of physicians stating times advisable. 15
Number of physicians stating no times advisable. 54

   vou hold a federal permit?
Yes. *
No. 27

The present regulations limit the number of prescriptions to 100 in
three months. In your opinion, should there be any limit to
the number of prescriptions for alcoholic liquors a physician
may write?

Yes (limit not specified). 19
Restricted absolutely. 12
1 to 50 prescriptions. 11
Tit to 100 prescriptions. 11
More than 100 prescriptions. 0

Total. 53
Xo restriction. 51

In your opinion, should physicians be restricted in prescribing
whisky, beer and wine?

Yes. 58
Xo. 52

On the question "Is wine a necessary therapeutic agent?''
the vote was: yes. 37; no, 73.

On the question whether physicians had witnessed cases of
unnecessary suffering or death from enforcement of the
prohibition laws, the replies were: yes, 34; no, 74.

On the question as to the number of times physicians had
found it advisable to prescribe whisky, 25 had found it
advisable, and 42 had not found it advisable ; 10 had found
it advisable to prescribe beer, and 53 had not found it
advisable ; 15 had found it advisable to prescribe wine, and
54 had not found it advisable.

Four physicians stated that they held federal permits.
On the question as to whether physicians should he

restricted in the number of prescriptions for alcoholic
beverages, 53 stated that they should be restricted, and 51 did
not believe such restrictions necessary; 19 answered yes,
but did not specify a limit; 12 believed in absolute prohibi¬
tion; 11 believed from 1 to 50 prescriptions in three months
sufficient; 11 believed from 51 to 100 sufficient, and none con¬
sidered the amount required to be more than 100 in three
months.

On the question "Should physicians be restricted in pre¬
scribing alcoholic beverages?" the vote was: yes, 56; no, 52.

COMMENTS
As to restrictions—they are necessary, just as narcotics. True, there

are many doctors willing to prostitute their profession for pecuniary
gains. If they were restricted to prescribing in therapeutic doses it
would be better than to restrict the number of prescriptions—theoreti¬
cally, at least.—Clemenceau.

Since Arizona has gone dry, the working man's family is much better
oft" and the doctor's bills more promptly paid. While there is plenty of
bootleg it is not near as bad as when the state was wet. If prescribing
whisky, wine or beer were permitted in this state I would be compelled
to take out a permit in order to keep my friends and thus retain their
legitimate practice. This would, of course, class me as a second rate
bartender, which I have no desire to be.—Globe.

Having been connected with the care of indigent and criminal elements
for the last twenty years, I am convinced that prohibition is the great st
step forward that the United States has made since the Declaration < f
Independence was signed; and that the manifold blessings in the form
of social, mental, physical and financial betterment of all classes of our
people, and especially the class likely to become indigent or crimin  ,
cannot be measured. No argument in favor of the manufacture or us·.'
of intoxicating beverages can refute the silent argument of the statistics
that have been gathered covering only two years of "semiprohibition "

—Cochise County.
When I have occasion to recommend it, I tell the patient to use it,

if he can get it. It is always obtainable, though of inferior quality.
Mexican liquor—tequila—which is of high alcoholic content, and a
distilled product, I presume would be classed under whisky.—Tucson.

In certain cases I do not hesitate to obtain whisky illegally and fur¬
nish it to certain patients gratis where it will save life. In certain
cases of inoperable cancer, I conspire with judges, marshals, chiefs
police, sheriffs and others, and obtain it and furnish it gratis.—Gloh

In the past year I have seen perhaps twenty-five patients who would
have, in my opinion, been helped considerably by alcohol in proper doses.
However, the Arizona law does not recognize such a state of affairs. Tn
the case of the twenty-five patients mentioned I either procured liquor
for them through the sheriff's office or advised them to obtain it by illicit
means; in each instance definite improvement followed.—Phoenix.

CONNECTICUT
Connecticut, with the exception of a local option law, has

no state legislation, except a provision that any physician
holding a federal permit may prescribe liquor.

Questionnaires were sent to 714 physicians in Connecticut,
and 394, or 55 per cent., were returned.

On the question "Is whisky a necessary therapeutic agent?"
the vote was: New Haven, yes, 39; no, 32; Hartford, yes, 32;
no, 28; Bridgeport, yes, 19; no, 13; Waterbury, yes, 18; no, 6;
New Britain, yes, 5; no, 0. Total for cities: yes, 113; no, 79;
for the rural districts, yes, 125; no, 77 ; for the state, yes 238;
no, 156.

On the question "Is beer a necessary therapeutic agent ?"
the vote was: New Haven, yes, 22; no, 47; Hartford, yes, 14;
no, 45; Bridgeport, yes, 11 ; no, 21 ; Waterbury, yes, 8; no, 16;
New Britain, yes, 3; no, 2. Total for the cities: yes, 58;
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no, 131; for the rural districts, yes, 61 ; no, 140; for the state,
yes, 119; no, 271.

On the question "Is wine a necessary therapeutic agent?"
the vote was: New Haven, yes, 24; no, 45; Hartford, yes, 19;
no, 40; Bridgeport, yes, 13; no, 19; Waterbury, yes, 12; no, 12;
New Britain, yes, 3 ; no, 2. Total for the cities : yes, 71 ;
no, 118; for the rural districts, yes, 82; no, 117; for the state,
yes, 153; no, 235.

Ön the question whether physicians had witnessed unneces¬
sary suffering or death from enforcement of prohibition laws
the replies were: yes, 96; no, 283.

On the question as to the number of times physicians had
found it advisable to prescribe alcoholic beverages per month,
169 had found it advisable to prescribe whisky, and 130 had
not found it advisable; 34 had found it advisable to prescribe
beer, and 201 had not found it advisable ; 82 had found it
advisable to prescribe wine, and 173 had not found it
advisable.

RESULTS IN CONNECTICUT

Xew Hart-
CONNECTICUT Haven ford

Number of physicians. 318 280
Questionnairessent. 131 99
Questionnaires returned. 71 60
Percentage of returns. 54 61

General practitioners. 45 35
Surgeons. 13 11
Specialists. 13 14

Po you regard whisky as a necessary therapeutic agent in the practice
of medicine?
Yes. 39 32
No. 32 28

Do you regard beer as a necessary therapeutic agent in the practice
of medicine?
Yes. 22 14
No. 47 43

Po you regard wine as a necessary therapeutic agent in the practice
of medicine?
Yes. 24 19
No. 45 40

Have instances occurred in your own practice in which unnecessary suf¬
fering or death has resulted from the enforcement of prohibition laws?
Vie. 16 5
No.:. 51 54

How many times have you found it advisable to prescribe these liquors
in a month?

Whisky: Number of physicians stating times advisable. 26 23
Number of physicians stating no times advisable. 30 21

Beer: Number of physicians stating times advisable. 8 2
Number of physicians stating no times advisable. 39 36

Wine: Number of physicians stating times advisable. 13 12
Number of physicians stating no times advisable. 36 31

Po you hold a federal permit?
Yes. 22 19
.No. 42 36

The present regulations limit the number of prescriptions to 100 in three
months. In your opinion, should there be any limit to the number
oí prescriptions for alcoholic liquors a physician may write?

Yes (limit not specified). 15 9
Restricted absolutely. 3 3
1 to 50 prescriptions. 4 3
51 to 100 prescriptions. 6 17
More than 100 prescriptions. 1
Total. 28 33

No restriction. 38 26
In your opinion, should physicians be restricted in prescribing

whisky, beer and wine?
'Ves... 33 32
NO. 34 27
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One hundred and thirty-three physicians stated that they
held federal permits, and 216 of those replying stated that
they did not hold federal permits.

On the question as to whether physicians should be
restricted in the number of prescriptions for alcoholic bever¬
ages, 165 stated that they should be restricted, and 216 did
not believe such restrictions necessary ; 80 physicians
answered yes, but did not specify a limit; 13 stated that no

prescriptions of any kind should be allowed; 18 considered
from 1 to 50 prescriptions in three months sufficient; 53 con¬

sidered from 51 to 100 satisfactory, and 1 physician considered
100 insufficient.

On the question "Should physicians be restricted in pre¬
scribing alcoholic beverages?" the vote was : yes, 180; no, 196.

COMMENTS
I am in favor of regulation which would follow the lines of the Har¬

rison act. The latter has been found to be fully able to indicate the
dishonorable physician who has violated the intent of the law. It should
be for the physician, not the politician, to decide the indications and the
kind of alcoholic preparations to be prescribed. The number of pre¬
scriptions for liquor means very little. It indicates the number of
times that liquor has been obtained legally and nothing else.—Bridgeport.

There is so much red tape connected with the prescribing of alcoholics
that I have not taken out a permit.—Stamford.

Physicians have been slow in making application for permits to pre¬
scribe liquors, for the reason that up until very recently they could be
obtained by patients without great difficulty because of ii£ laxity in the
enforcement of the prohibition law. But as enforcement becomes more
of a reality we become conscious of the loss of a very valuable thera¬
peutic agent. I have just applied for a permit.—Branford.

I don't like the idea of the laymen, in legislative halls or out, telling
me how I shall practice medicine. I was supposed \a have that in
college under competent instructors.—Danielson.

In my experience, the inability to obtain grain alcohol, clean and pure,
is a dreadful handicap in the administration of medication hypodermi-cally, both to sterilize the site of injection and to clean the needle after
use, after boiling.to remove the water.—Ridgefield.

I had à pretty thorough and practical training in pharmacy. It has
been my custom to make the majority of the liquid preparations that I
dispense. I enjoy doing it and know, absolutely, that such preparations
are properly made and that the ingredients are of good quality. The
fact that I am unable to obtain pure alcohol for the above purpose com¬
pels me to give them up and employ others of uncertain quality.— Toiland
Conn tv.

COLORADO
The state prohibitory law in Colorado went into effect on

Jan. 1, 1916. Under its provisions registered physicians mayprescribe intoxicating liquor in an amount not to exceed
4 ounces, on blanks furnished by the secretary of state, which
must be signed by the physician, giving his address and the
date and hour on which they were issued, the disease or
malady for which the prescription is given, the address of
the patient and the number and date of the previous pre¬
scriptions for such person during the present year. All pre¬
scriptions must be filled within forty-eight hours of the time
they were issued.

Questionnaires were sent to 615 physicians in Colorado;
370, or 60 per cent., were returned.

On the question "Is whisky a necessary therapeutic agent?"
the vote in Denver was: yes, 53; no, 69; in the rural districts,
yes, 101; no, 145; for the state, yes, 154; no, 214.

On the question "Is beer a necessary therapeutic agent?"
the vote in Denver was: yes, 26; no, 97; in the rural districts,,
yes, 47; no, 195; for the state, yes, 73; no, 292.
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On the question "Is wine a necessary therapeutic agent?"
the vote in Denver was : yes, 32, no, 88; in the rural districts,
"yes, 51; no, 186; for the state, yes, 83; no, 274.

On the question whether physicians had witnessed unneces¬

sary suffering or death from enforcement of the prohibition
laws, the replies were: yes, 63; no, 287.

RESULTS IN COLORADO

COLORADO
'

Denver Rural Total
Number of physicians. 786 1,031 1,817
Questionnaires sent. 231 384 615
Total questionnaires received. 123 247 370
Percentage of returns. 53 64 60

General practitioners. 81 215 296
Surgeons. 20 11 31
Specialists. 22 21 43

Do you regard whisky as a necessary therapeutic
agent in the practice of medicine?

Yes. 53 101 154
No. 69 145 214

Do you regard beer as a necessary therapeutic
agent in the practice of medicine?

Yes. 26 47 73
No. 97 195 292

Do you regard wine as a necessary therapeutic
agent in the practice of medicine?

Yes. 32 51 S3
No. 88 186 274

Have instances occurred in your own practice in
which unnecessary suffering or death has re¬
sulted from tile enforcement of prohibition laws?

Yes. 17 46 63
No. 100 187 287

How many times have you found it advisable to
prescribe these liquors in a month?

Whisky: Number of physicians stating times
advisable. 40 72 112

Number of physicians stating no
times advisable. 59 128 187

Beer: Number of physicians stating times
advisable. 4 23 ¿7

Number of physicians stating no times
advisable. 83 152 235

Wine: Number of physicians stating times
advisable. 11 30 41

Number of physicians stating no times
advisable. 76 148 224

Do you hold a federal permit?
Yes. 26 40 60
No. 72 141 213

The present regulations limit the number of pre¬
scriptions to 100 in three months. In your opin¬
ion, should there be any limit to the number of
prescriptions for alcoholic liquors a physician
may write?

Yes (limit not specified). 28 38 66
Restricted absolutely. 13 38 51
1 to 50 prescriptions. 7 19 26
51 to 100 prescriptions. 21 41 62
More than 100 prescriptions. 1 1 2
Total. 70 137 207

No restriction. 34 96 130
In your opinion, should physicians be restricted in

prescribing whisky, beer and wine?
Yes. 74 143 217
No. 46 92 138

On the question as to the number of times physicians had
found it advisable to prescribe alcoholic beverages per month,
112 had found it advisable to prescribe whisky, and 187 had
not found it advisable ; 27 had found it advisable to prescribe
heer, and 235 had not found it advisable; 41 had found it
advisable to prescribe wine, and 224 had not found it advis¬
able.

Sixty-six physicians held federal permits.
On the question as to whether physicians should be

restricted in the number of prescriptions for alcoholic bever¬
ages, 207 stated that they should be restricted, and 130 did
not believe such restriction necessary; 66 physicians answered
yes, but did not specify a limit; 51 believed that no prescrib¬
ing should be allowed; 26 considered from 1 to 50 prescrip¬
tions in three months sufficient; 62 physicians considered
from 51 to 100 satisfactory, and 2 physicians considered 100
insufficient.

On the question "Should physicians be restricted in pre¬
scribing alcoholic beverages?" the vote was: yes, 217; no, 138.

COMMENTS
I am firmly of the belief that the present prohibition laws are a farce

and tend to cause more illness and fatalities than a properly framed
license law. ... If you know the history of this city, which is
unique in the management of the liquor condition, you will have my
idea of a method of controlling the whisky nuisance. In the original
town site of Colorado Springs the town site company incorporated in
every deed a clause prohibiting the manufacture or sale of alcoholics
with a penalty that the property would revert to the original deeder if
disobeyed. Property had reverted from this penalty and the act was
sustained by decision of the U. S. Supreme Court.—Colorado Springs.

Were I to need 4 ounces of whisky for a patient in an emergency
right now I would not know how to obtain it. No drugstore here will
carry it because the risk of robbery is too great. At the time of the
Pueblo disaster in June, 1921, none was available until it could be
shipped in. Some people do obtain whisky   what they deem an
emergency, and obtain it on their own responsibility. What they getis injurious.—Colorado Springs.

I have practiced medicine over forty years. In all that time I have not
prescribed a half gallon. In some cases whisky would come in handy.
I do not like the present way of handling the liquor question. It is
outrageous.—Denver.

The present federal restrictions are sufficient, but our state law in
Colorado goes to the extreme.—Denver.

I believe the present restrictions by federal license are desirable
because without such there is too great a tendency to prescribe for
beverage purposes under the guise of therapeusis. There is something
radically wrong about a system which makes a barkeep of a physician.
 —Denver.

DELAWARE
Prior to the national prohibition act, Delaware had been

under prohibition for a number of years, with the exception
of the city of Wilmington. Physicians in good standing are
allowed under the state law to prescribe pure grain or ethyl
alcohol only, for patients whom they have personally
examined.

Questionnaires were sent to 113 physicians in Delaware,
and 74, or 65 per cent., were returned.

RESULTS IN DELAWARE

Wilming-
DEI.AWARK ton Rural Total

Number of physicians. 140 122 262
Questionnaires sent. 50 63 113
Questionnaires return«!. 34 40 74
Percentage of returns. 68 63 65

General practitioners. 22 40 62
Surgeons. 7

..

7
Specialists. 5 .. 5

Do you regard whisky as a necessary therapeutic
agent in the practice of medicine?

Yes. 25 22 47
No. 8 18 26

Do you regard beer as a necessary therapeutic
agent in the practice of medicine?
Yes. 10 9 19
No. 24 31 55

Do you regard wine as a necessary therapeutic
agent in the practice oí medicine?

Yes. 10 9 19
No. 24 81 55

Have instances occurred in your own practice in
which unnecessary suffering or death has re¬
sulted from the enforcement of prohibition
laws?

Yes. 13 14 27
No. 18 24 42

How many times have you found it advisable
to prescribe these liquors in a month?

Whisky: Number of physicians stating times
advisable. 10 6 16

Number of physicians stating no
times advisable. 12 20 32

Beer: Number of physicians stating times
advisable. 3 1 4

Number of physicians stating no times
advisable. 16 23 39

Wine: Number of physicians stating times
advisable. 4 1 5

Number of physicians stating no times
advisable. 17 21 38

Do vou hold a federal permit?
Ves.
No. 9 12 21

The present regulations limit the number of pre¬
scriptions to 100 in three months. In your
opinion, should there ba any limit to the num¬
ber of prescriptions for alcoholic liquors a
physician may write?

Yes (limit not specified). 13 4
Restricted absolutely. 3 8 11
1 to 50 prescriptions. 4 3
51 to 100 prescriptions. 5 3 8
More than 100 prescriptions. 1

..

1
Total. 14 17 31

No restriction. 19 21 40
In your opinion, should physicians be restricted

in prescribing whisky, beer and wine?
Yes. 15 20 35
No..·. 19 19 38

On the question "Is whisky a necessary therapeutic agent?"
the vote in Wilmington was: yes, 25; no, 8; in the rural
districts, yes, 22; no, 18; a total for the state of yes, 47;
no, 26.

On the question "Is beer a necessary therapeutic agent?"
the vote in Wilmington was: yes, 10; no, 24; in the rural dis¬
tricts, yes, 9; no, 31 ; for the state, yes, 19; no, 55.
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On the question "Is wine a necessary therapeutic agent?"
the vote in Wilmington was: yes, 10; no, 24; in the rural
districts, yes, 9; no, 31 ; for the state, yes, 19; no, 55.

On the question whether physicians had witnessed unneces¬
sary suffering or death from enforcement of the prohibition
laws, the replies were: yes, 27; no, 42.

On the question as to the number of times physicians had
found it advisable to prescribe alcoholic beverages per month,
16 had found it advisable to prescribe whisky, and 32 had not
found it advisable ; 4 had found it advisable to prescribe beer,
and 39 had not found it advisable ; 5 had found it advisable to
prescribe wine, and 38 had not found it advisable. None of
the physicians replying held a federal permit.

On the question as to whether physicians should be
restricted in the number of prescriptions for alcoholic bever¬
ages, 31 stated that they should be restricted, and 40 did not
believe such restrictions necessary; 4 physicians answered
yes, but did not specify a limit; 11 believed in absolute pro¬
hibition; 7 believed from 1 to 50 in three months sufficient;

RESULTS IN GEORGIA

GEORGIA
Number of physicians.Questionnaires sent.Questionnaires returned.
Percentage of returns.

General practitioners.
Surgeons.
Specialists.Do you regard whisky as a necessary therapeutic agent in the practiceof medicine?
Yes.No.Do you regard beer as a necessary therapeutic agent in the practiceof medicine?
Yes.No.Do you regard wine as a necessary therapeutic agent in the practiceof medicine?
Yes.No.Have instances occurred in your own practice in which unnecessary suf¬

fering or death has resulted from the enforcement of prohibition laws '

Yes.
No.How many times have you found it advisable to prescribe these liquorsin a month?
Whisky: Number of physicians stating times advisable.Number of physicians stating no times advisable.
Beer: Number of physicians stating times advisable.

Number of physicians stating no times advisable.W'ne: Number of physicians stating times advisable.Number ot physicians stating no times advisable.Do you hold a federal permit?
Yes.
No.The present regulations limit the number of prescriptions to 100 in three

months. In your opinion, should there be any limit to the number
of prescriptions for alcoholic liquors a physician may write?

Yes (limit not specified>._
Restricted absolutely.
1 to 50 prescriptions.
51 to 100 prescriptions.
More than 100 prescriptions.
Total.

No restriction.
Tn your opinion, should physiciane be restricted in prescribingwhisky, beer and wine?
Yes.No.
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8 believed from 51 to 100 sufficient, and 1 physician con¬
sidered the amount required to be more than 100 in three
months.

On the question "Should physicians be restricted in pre¬
scribing alcoholic beverages?" the vote was: yes, 35; no, 38.

COMMENTS
I do not know what method should be used to prevent present abuses

of prescriptions which are prevalent in large cities in the East. This
state does not permit a physician or hospital to use or prescribe wine,
whisky or beer. In a legislature composed entirely of laymen it is diffi¬
cult to see why they permit a hospital to use any narcotic.— Wilmington.

Probably from 90 to 95 per cent, of my work is now done in institu¬
tions where I can secure whisky and brandy when prescribed, whether
legally or not I do not know. I have never felt that the field for
whisky, etc., in medicine was a wide one, but do feel that at times it
is very necessary. My opposition to our present prohibition laws is so
intense that for the past two years I have "scratched" the names of all
candidates favorable to them.—Wilmington.

I am not a prohibitionist. Alcoholic liquids are bad enough to drink;
worse for medicinal purposes. Why should you want to prescribealcohol when you have access to aromatic spirit of ammonia, strychnin,
etc. ?—Delmar.

GEORGIA
The Georgia prohibitory law became effective, Jan. 1, 1908.

Under it physicians may prescribe pure alcohol, but it must
be so medicated as to render it absolutely unfit for use as
a beverage.

Questionnaires were sent to 1,040 physicians ; 502, or 48
per cent., were returned.

On the question "Is whisky a necessary therapeutic agent?"the vote was: for Atlanta, yes, 36; no, 44; Savannah, yes, 14;
no, 10; Augusta, yes, 11; no, 10; Macon, yes, 5; no, 10; a
total for the cities over 50,000 in population of yes, 66; no, 74;for the rural districts, yes, 153; no, 207; total for the state,
yes. 219; no, 281.

On the question "Is beer a necessary therapeutic agent,"the vote was: for Atlanta, yes. 21; no, 59; Savannah, yes, 6;
no, 18; Augusta, yes, 4; no, 17; Macon, yes, 3; no, 12; a
total for the cities over 50,000 in population of yes, 34; no,106; for the rural districts, yes, 80; no, 275; total for the
state, yes, 114; no, 381.

On the question "Is wine a necessary therapeutic agent ?"
the vote was: for Atlanta, yes, 23; no, 56; Savannah, yes,5; no. 19; Augusta, yes, 4; no, 17; Macon, yes, 4; no, 11; a
total for the cities over 50,000 in population of yes, 36; no,103; for the rural districts, yes, 76; no, 277; total for the
state, yes, 112; no. 380.

On the question whether physicians had witnessed unneces¬
sary suffering or death from enforcement of the prohibitionlaws, the replies were: yes, 94; no, 377.

One hundred and thirty-seven physicians stated that they
had found it advisable to prescribe whisky, and 251 had not
found it advisable ; 50 had found it advisable to prescribe
beer, and 295 had not found it advisable; 49 had found it
advisable to prescribe wine, and 295 had not found it
advisable.

Eight physicians stated that they held federal permits.
On the question as to whether physicians should be

restricted in the number of prescriptions for alcoholic
beverages, 284 stated that they should be restricted, and 189
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considered no restrictions advisable: 86 physicians answered
yes without specifying a limit; 105 believed that the restric¬
tion should be complete; 25 considered from 1 to 50 pre¬
scriptions in three months satisfactory; 67 considered from
51 to 100 sufficient, and 1 considered more than 100
prescriptions in three months necessary.

On the question "Should physicians be restricted in pre¬
scribing alcoholic beverages?" the vote was: yes, 309; no, 173.

COMMENTS
It is a medical proposition and should be handled by the medical

profession. Have the secretary of each state medical association issue
licenses to reputable physicians in the state. If a license is abused, have
a state medical committee pass on the abuse and revoke the license if
advisable. Have the state medical committee responsible to an A. M. A.
committee created for this special purpose. Let the A. M. A. com¬
mittee also serve as a final court of appeals from the state medical com¬
mittee's ruling.—Augusta,

Even in innumerable cases when life cannot be saved by alcohol, the
patient can be made more comfortable in the same way that opiatesand anodynes may not save life but may assuage pain and make the
patient more comfortable.—Savannah,

RESULTS IN IOWA

IOWA
Number of physicians.Questionnaires sent.Questionnaires returned.
Percentage ofreturns.General practitioners.

Surgeons.Specialists.
Do you regard whisky as a necessary therapeutic agent in the practiceof medicine?
Yes.
No.Do you regard beer as a necessary therapeutic agent in the practiceof medicine?
Yes.No.Do you regard wine as a necessary therapeutic agent in the practiceof medicine?
Yes.
No.

Have instances occurred in your own practice in which unnecessary suf¬
fering or death has resulted from the enforcement of prohibition laws?
Yes.
No.How many times have you found it advisable to prescribe these liquorsin a month?
Whisky: Number of physicians stating times advisable.Number of physicians stating no times advisable.Beer: Number of physicians stating times advisable.Number of physicians stating no times advisable.Wine: Number of physicians stating times advisable.

Number of physicians stating no times advisable.
Do you hold a federal permit?
Yes.
No.The present regulations limit the number of prescriptions to 100 in three

months. In your opinion, should there be any limit to the number
of prescriptions for alcoholic liquors a physician may write?

Yes (limit not specified).
Restricted absolutely.
1 to 50 prescriptions.51 to 10O prescriptions.More than 100 prescriptions.
Total.No restriction.

In your opinion, should physicians be restricted in prescribing
whisky, beer and wine?
Yes.
No.

Des Moines Sioux City
254
96
51
54
37
11

3

23

8
42

8
42

23
20
3

20
5

15
26

7
9
5

12
1

34
16

35
13

124
58
 '8
48
19
0
3

16
12

7
21

 
17

19

13
10
5

15

Davenport
106

43
17
40
Vi

10
7

Total Cities
484
198

S«
49
68
io

31
41

15
JO

16
10

5
12

6
u

5
11

13
4

27
67

 15
37
11
VI
13
49

24
45

10
15
S

28
1

6"

63

Rural
3,052
1,292

908
71

820
11
38

425
478

"c<>
700

215
OSI

385
437
84

508

174
468

158
135
108
110

12
559
325

506
322

Grand Total
3,536
1,488
1,004

67
801

03
17

476
5-'

>->0
775

312
751

213
700

401
»5

Ol¬
or,

051

108
513

108
150
116
174

13
Cri]
355

0->9
330

Its use should be permitted just as morphin, etc. If alcoholic prepara¬
tions are placed under the same restrictions as prescribed in the Harrison
Narcotic Law, the question will be settled.—Atlanta.

Georgia is by statute dry, and has be?n for several years. The law
makes no provision whatever for the use of alcohol for internal adminis¬
tration. Therefore, owing to the absurd stringency of our dry law,
nobody observes it. Whisky of a kind can be had at any time, by
anyone.—Blakely.

I do not bold a permit, nor would I if prescriptions for alcoholics
could be filled in this state. I do not propose to be worried and
embarrassed by my fool friends.—Warren· County.

It is unfair to the medical profession to attempt to use the physicians
of this country as a subterfuge to evade the prohibition laws to secure
alcoholic drinks. I am not a prohibitionist by any means. I would
like to see the law modified; but until that is done, I don't think it is
for the best interests of the medical profession for us to be allowed
to prescribe—the opportunity for evil is greater than for good.—Rome.

Should be restricted to those who are perfectly honest, if Abderhal-
den or some other deeply learned chemist could discover some test to
precipitate them.—Macon.

The only thing I wish is that we could get pure alcohol easier than
we can for cleaning and sterilizing purposes. Although, if it takes this
restriction on alcohol to put the "Ban" on alcoholics in general I am
willing to suffer the present inconvenience.—Ocilla.

IOWA
The present state law became effective on Jan. 7, 1916.

Under it physicians may procure intoxicating liquors, not
including malt liquors, and may dispense them to patients
who are actually sick. Such liquors must be purchased from
a pharmacist holding a special permit to sell liquor for medic¬
inal purposes. There are no provisions in the state law
regarding prescribing but the commissioners of pharmacy of
the state are empowered to make regulations on this subject.

Questionnaires were sent to 1,488 physicians in Iowa; 1,004,
or 67 per cent., were returned.

On the question "Is whisky a necessary therapeutic agent?"
the vote was : in Des Moines, Sioux City and Davenport,
yes, 51; no, 44, for the rural districts, yes, 425; no, 478; for
the state, yes, 476; no, 522.

On the question "Is beer a necessary therapeutic agent?"
the vote was: yes, 220; no, 775. In the three largest cities
the vote was: yes, 20; no, 75; in the remainder of the state,
yes, 200; no, 700.

On the question "Is wine a necessary therapeutic agent?"the vote was: yes, 242; no, 751. In the three largest cities
the vote was: yes, 27; no, 67; in the remainder of the state,
yes, 215; no, 684.

On the question whether physicians had witnessed unneces¬
sary suffering or death from enforcement of the prohibition
laws, the replies were : yes, 213 ; no, 760.

On the question as to the number of times physicians had
found it advisable to prescribe alcoholic beverages per month,
330 had found it advisable to prescribe whisky, and 494 had
not fçund it advisable ; 95 had found it advisable to pre¬
scribe beer, and 647 had not found it advisable; 95 had found
it advisable to prescribe wine, and 651 had not found it advis¬
able. One hundred and ninety-eight physicians stated that
ihey held federal permits.

On the question as to whether physicians should be
restricted in the number of prescriptions for alcoholic bever¬
ages, 621 were in favor of some kind of restriction ; 355 were
opposed to any limit on the number of prescriptions which a
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physician might write. Of these, 168 voted in favor of
restriction without specifying any limit; 150 were in favor
of absolute prohibition; 116 were in favor of allowing the
physician to prescribe from 1 to 50 in three months; 174
favored a limit of from 51 to 100 prescriptions in three
months, and 13 were in favor of allowing more than 100
prescriptions in three months.

On the question "Should physicians be restricted in pre¬
scribing alcoholic beverages?" the vote was : yes, 629; no, 350.

COMMENTS
The liquor traffic cannot be controlled by placing limits on the

amounts that a physician may prescribe and on the number of prescrip¬
tions. Liquors should be handled only by responsible persons who are
government agents, so that the government may not be required to
watch any one except its own employees to see that liquors intended
for nonbeverage purposes are not unlawfully obtained or used.—Cherokee.

Physicians are now regulated entirely too much by federal and some
state laws. The many suffer limitations on account of a few who will
not be good.—Polk County.

I have refrained from asking for a federal permit for the reason that
I feel a certain odium attaches under the present unsettled state of

RESULTS IN MICHIGAN

MICHIGAN
Number of physicians.
Questionnaires sent.
Questionnaires returned.
Percentage of returns.

General practitioners.
Surgeons.
Specialists.

Do you regard whisky as a necessary therapeutic agent in the practice
of medicine?
Yes.
Ko.

Do you regard beer as a necessary therapeutic agent in the practice
of medicine?
Yes.
No.

Do you regard wine as a necessary therapeutic agent in the practice
of medicine?
Yes.
No.

Have Instances occurred in your own practice in which unnecessary suf¬
fering or death has resulted from the enforcement of prohibition laws?
Yes.'..
No.

How many times have you found it advisable to prescribe these liquor-
in a month?

Whisky: Number of physicians stating times advisable.
Number of physicians stating no times advisable.

Beer: Number of physicians stating times advisable.
Number of physicians stating no times advisable.

Wine: Number of physicians stating times advisable.
Number of physicians stating no times advisable.

Do vou hold a federal permit?
Yes.
No.

The present regulations limit the number of prescriptions to 100 in three
months. In your opinion, should there be any limit to the number
oí prescriptions for alcoholic liquors a physician may write?

Yes (limit not specified).
Restricted absolutely.
1 to 50 prescriptions.
61 to 100 prescriptions.
More than 100 prescriptions.
Total.

No restriction.
In your opinion, should physicians be restricted in prescribing

whisky, beer and wine?
Yes.
No.

Detroit
1,551
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288

55
 211

34
40

115
1411

95
is.;

109
17a

c9
It¬
ti

161
U

157

30
162

15
10

15 
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Grand
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13
2::

1;;
2:.

4
35

5
S3

1
2!»

7
24

a;
13

Flint
115

45
24
 . ,
is

5
IS

5
IS

7
16

15
4

15

4
:
2
6

13
10

11
9

Lansing Saginaw
102 72
37 27
19 14
51 52
15 10

5
It

1
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1
16

S
13

q

14

13

16
i

14
4

3
11

4
10

Total
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2,113

707
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St
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19
55

178
201

109
2(17

127
2 ili

90
274

114
207

51
227
til

223

41
220

61
30
48
«::
10

221
151

217
153

Rural
2,480
1,044

652
62

589
28
3.",

29-2
SOS

158
502

it·;
1'JS

155
482

196
369

4'.S
60

453

120
357

123
80
7s

120
ß

407
223

116
209

Grand
Total
4,593
1.751
1.036

59
8,19

4'·)
554

73»

245
7 rS

310
579
104
690
121
(¡Tri

161
577

18»
119
126
183
1«

638
374

(¡33

the whole question and the cynical attitude of the general public mind
toward doctors in this whisky muddle. It does not know the sheep
from the goats.—Kossuth County.

I am giving up practice on account of the restrictions and would not
be at work now if I could collect my money.—Page County.

I would suggest that all prescriptions for alcoholic beverages be
written in triplicate: one copy to be retained by the prescribes the other
two to be forwarded to the pharmacist, who, haying filled the prescrip¬
tion, should file one copy and forward the second to the prohibition
director. Each prescription should contain the name of doctor, patient
and druggist. By this means the officers would have exact data as to
how much each physician was prescribing, how much each person was
getting and how much was being dispensed, so that if any one was
disposing of an unusual amount it could be investigated. By this
means I feel that the permits and an endless amount of red tape could
be dispensed with and less alcohol beverage prescribed.—Poweshiek
County.

In my opinion there should be some method whereby alcoholic liquors
could be obtained for legitimate use. The present method allows the
soak to obtain a very impure supply, but the man who desires liquor
for reasonable legitimate use cannot obtain any. Small, illegitimate
still? are numerous.—Fayette County.

MICHIGAN
The prohibitory amendment to the state constitution went

into effect on May 1, 1918. Under the state law any physi¬
cian legally qualified to practice in the state may prescribe
not to exceed 8 ounces of intoxicating liquors. The pre¬
scription must give the name and address of the patient, the
number of prescriptions the physician has given the patient
during the preceding year, the diagnosis of the condition for
which the liquors are prescribed and a signed statement by
the physician that the liquors are necessary for the health of
the patient.

Questionnaires were sent to 1,751 physicians in Michigan,
and 1,036, or 59 per cent., were returned.

On the question "Is whisky a necessary therapeutic agent?"
the vote was: Detroit, yes, 145; no, 140; Grand Rapids, yes,
13; no, 25; Flint, yes, 9; no, 14; Lansing, yes, 5; no, 14;
Saginaw, yes, 6; no, 8. Total for the cities: yes, 178; no,
201; for the rural districts, yes, 292; no, 353; for the state,
yes, 470; no, 554.

On the question "Is beer a necessary therapeutic agent?"
the vote was: Detroit, yes, 95; no, 186; Grand Rapids, yes,
4; no, 35; Flint, yes, 5; no, 18; Lansing, yes, 2; no, 17;
Saginaw, yes, 3; no, 11. Total for the cities: yes, 109; no,267; for the rural districts, yes, 138; no, 502; for the state,
yes, 247; no, 769.

On the question "Is wine a necessary therapeutic agent?"
the vote was: Detroit, yes, 109; no, 172; Grand Rapids, yes,
9; no, 27; Flint, yes, 5; no, 18; Lansing, yes, 1; no, 18;
Saginaw, yes, 3; no, 11. Total for the cities: yes, 127; no,
246; for the rural districts, yes, 146; no, 493; for the state,
yes, 273 ; no, 739.

On the question whether physicians had witnessed unnec¬
essary suffering or death from enforcement of the prohibi¬
tion laws, the replies were: yes, 245; no, 756.

On the question as to the number of times physicians had
found it advisable to prescribe alcoholic beverages per month,
310 had found it advisable to prescribe whisky, and 576 had
not found it advisable ; 104 had found it advisable to pre-
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scribe beer, and 690 had not found it advisable; 121 had
found it advisable to prescribe wine, and 676 had not found
it advisable.

One hundred and sixty-one physicians of those replying
stated that they held federal permits.

On the question as to whether physicians should be
restricted in the number of prescriptions for alcoholic bev¬
erages, 628 stated that they should be restricted, and 374 did
not believe such restrictions necessary; 184 physicians
answered yes, but did not specify a limit; 119 stated that the
number should be limited to absolutely none; 126 considered
from 1 to 50 prescriptions in three months sufficient, 183
considered from 51 to 100 satisfactory, and 16 physicians
considered 100 insufficient.

On the question "Should physicians be restricted in pre¬
scribing alcoholic beverages?" the vote was: yes, 633; no,
362.

COMMENTS
I regard the price of whisky at the retail drugstores in Michigan as

more prohibitive in the past three years than the law is prohibitive.
The druggist holding a permit to fill the prescriptions charges the
patient from $1.75 to $2 for 8 ounces of whisky or brandy. It seems
to me it might be better all around and cheaper if the government could
handle it and sell it to the patients having a prescription, through the
postoffice, the same as they handle money orders and postage stamps.
This would save several middlemen's profits, a great deal of clerical
work and red tape, and still the government could be collecting as
much revenue as ever from traffic.—Belding.

British Columbia has the best liquor law I have any knowledge of.
It does prevent the liquor habit.—Detroit.

The physician should be given a permit to prescribe such alcoholics
(the burden of proof of which should be his) in amounts commensurate
with the needs of his practice. He should not be permitted to prescribe
them for one addicted to their use, nor for any one not under his pro¬
fessional treatment, in the usual acceptance of the term. Violations of
these provisions I would make punishable by fine, or suspension of
license to practice, or both.—Plymouth.

The state of Michigan a few years ago adopted an amendment to its
constitution whereby I, a legally qualified physician practicing within
the state, am not allowed one single drop of pure alcohol on my drug
shelves in my office. I cannot compound a single medicine that requires
the use or addition of alcohol in its preparation. If I wish to dispense
together a few fluidextracts that will not mix together well without the
addition of more alcohol, I am prohibited by law from doing so. I could
secure a manufacturer's or á druggist's license and then do so.—Lenazve
County.

I regard the law as now enforced an injustice to the American public.
In this locality they are drinking moonshine or any other thing with a
"kick." I would regard a government store as much preferred.—Bay
City.

The doctor should have a license number such as we have for narcotic
prescriptions and checked up iti case of determined illegitimate use.—
Bay County.

Personally, I am a total abstainer—voted for prohibition, little think¬
ing I should be annoyed by the difficulties to be experienced in using
an honest judgment as to prescribing alcoholics. The druggists have
been surrounded with such difficulties that they have all, in this vicinity,
stopped handling alcoholics.—Houghton.

It would seem that the whole question of dispensation of liquors and
narcotics could be easily handled by a system of municipal depots which
could be cheaply maintained, and the narcotics, etc., could be prescribed
for by the physician and thereby have both the people and the physician
under a closer surveillance. This would not necessitate any expensive
complex unavailing legislation and would take the handling of these
articles out of the hands of the doctor and drugstore, because I do not
believe any self-respecting physician wishes to have the present respon¬
sibility of handling these articles.—Kalamasoo.

I voted for prohibition to eliminate the saloon. I do not believe in
the widespread drinking of moonshine which prevails today throughout
the country, not only by the laboring classes, but by a large majority of
our people, especially the younger generation, who will be senile at 40.—·
Marquette County,

The present law in regard to prescribing liquor is a failure because
the druggists, in general, do not care to handle liquor; consequently,
physicians are unable to have their prescriptions filled. In all the eastern
part of the upper peninsula, there is only one drugstore I know of filling
prescriptions for liquor in Escanaba. It costs $2 for the prescription
and $3 a pint for liquor, making a total of $40 a gallon. On that basis,
it is cheaper to drink moonshine whisky, and God knows the immense
quantities consumed in the country, if I can judge by what is going
around here in this town. In my opinion, the government itself should
handle the liquor trade by establishing service stations in each township
and distribute liquor by the measure, on prescription or not, to those
people deserving it.—Rexton.

Only one household in ten does not have liquor when I have ordered
it, and in the exception it is generally the poor patient who is without
it. But neighbors are always willing to supply it when they learn it is
for sickness. In prescribing whisky in Michigan we are limited to
8 ounces every ten days, which the druggists generally are unable to
supply and do not want to carry it on account of the red tape. The
bootlegger supplies it cheaper, and it is consistent in quality. This is
a regrettable state of affairs for which there seems to be no hope.—
i: étroit.

MONTANA
The prohibitory amendment to the state constitution became

effective, Dec. 31, 1918. Legally qualified physicians hold¬
ing permits from the federal government may record such
permits with the secretary of state and may prescribe not
more than 1 pint for one person within a period of ten days.
Malt liquors containing more than one half of 1 per cent, of
alcohol cannot be prescribed. Prescriptions must be written
only after a personal examination or on the best informa¬
tion obtainable and the physician must state that the use of
the liquor as a medicine is necessary.

Questionnaires were sent to 263 physicians in Montana ;
192, or 73 per cent., were returned.

On the question "Is whisky a necessary therapeutic agent?"
the vote was: yes, 109; no, 81.

On the question "Is beer a necessary therapeutic agent?"
the vote was: yes, 55; no, 133.

On the question "Is wine a necessary therapeutic agent?"
the vote was: yes, 82; no, 105.

RESULTS IN MONTANA

Number of physicians. 6~0
Questionnaires sent. 263
Total questionnaires received. 192
Percentage of returns. 73

General practitioners. 172
Surgeons. 10
Specialists. 10

Do you regard whisky as a necessary therapeutic agent in the
practice of medicine?

Yes. 109
No. 81

Do you regard beer as a necessary therapeutic agent in the
practice of medicine?

Yes. 55
No. 133

Do you regard wine as a necessary therapeutic agent in the
 practice of medicine?

Yes. 82
No. 105

Have instances occurred in your own practice in which unnecessary
suffering or death has resulted from the enforcement of prohi¬
bition laws?

Yes. 48
No. 135

How many times have you found it advisable to prescribe these
liquors in a month?

Whisky: Number ot physicians stating times advisable. 91
Number of physicians stating no times advisable.. 45

Beer: Number of physicians stating times advisable. 28
Number of physicians stating no times advisable. 78

Wine: Number of physicians stating times advisable. 61
Number of physicians stating no times advisable. 61

Do you hold a federal permit?
Yes. 98
No. 71

The present regulations limit the number of prescriptions to 100 in
three months. In your opinion, should there be any limit to
the number of prescriptions for alcoholic liquors a physician
may write?

Yes (limit not specified). 48
Restricted absolutely. 6
1 to 50 prescriptions. 19
51 to 100 prescriptions. 25
More than 100 prescriptions.

Total. 98
No restriction. 86

In your opinion, should physicians be restricted in prescribing
whisky, beer and W9'ne?

Yes. 115
No. 70

Forty-eight physicians had seen cases of unnecessary suffer¬
ing or death resulting from prohibition laws, and 135 stated
that they had not seen such cases.

On the question as to the number of times physicians had
found it advisable to prescribe whisky, 91 had found it advis¬
able, and 45 had not found it advisable ; 28 had found it
advisable to prescribe beer, and 78 had not found it advisable;
61 had found it advisable to prescribe wine, and 61 had not
found it advisable. Ninety-eight of those replying held
federal permits; 71 did not hold federal permits.

Ninety-eight physicians believed that prescribing of alcohol
should be restricted, and 86 believed that it should not be
restricted. Forty-eight answered yes, but did not specify a
limit; 6 believed in absolute prohibition; 19 believed from
1 to 50 in three months sufficient ; 25 believed from 51 to 100
sufficient, and none considered the amount required to be
more than 100 in three months.

One hundred and fifteen physicians voted for restriction,
and 70 voted for no restrictions.
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COMMENTS
The whole thing is beyond me. Out here if they don't get medicinal

liquor they get moonshine. I tried to get along without a permit, but in
case of sickness some of my patients thought they ought to have liquor
and I would have to send them to my competitor to get their prescrip¬
tion. In a way the prescription work is a nice graft. It allows me to
have an assistant. Two books a quarter for a year is 800 prescriptions,
which at $2 each equals $1,600, nearly enough to pay his salary and
allowing me to take postgraduate work, attend medical meetings and
have more time for the enjoyment of the good things of life.— Yellow¬
stone County.

The growing opinion in our community outside of the prohibition
fanatics seems to be toward a system similar to the one in effect in
Vancouver, where the government maintains a store where such liquors
may be procured without the necessity of a prescription every ten days,
thus eliminating the physician from the chance of abuse of privilege,
providing a fund which will pay the war debt, and overcoming the
bootlegger and the home brewer. No saloons or public drinking, but
allowing every one the liberty they wish provided they are sane and
wish to pay the bill.—Boseman.

Hospitals should be permitted to have a definite quantity on hands
for patients.—Kalispeli.

Both the burden and the possibility of being asked to prescribe sn
that a householder may have a little whisky "in his house" should be
removed by means of the householder being permitted to buy. say, a

pint in six months or a year by personal visit to a government depot.
—Misscuia,

NORTH DAKOTA
The state prohibitory law went into effect on Nov. 21, 1885,

so that North Dakota has been under prohibition for over

thirty years. A special law approved, Feb. 18, 1921, forbids
the prescribing or sale of liquor except as permitted by the
federal law.

RESULTS IN NORTH DAKOTA

Number of physicians. 556
Questionnaires sent.-.. 310
Questionnaires returned. 193
Percentage of returns. 6»2

General practitioners. 170
Surgeons. 10
Specialists. 13

Do you regard whisky as a necessary therapeutic agent in the
practice of medicine?

Yes. 95
No. 98

Do yon regard beer as a necessary therapeutic agent in the
practice of medicine?

Yes. 49
No. 141

Do you regard wine as a necessary therapeutic agent in the
practice of medicine?

Yes. 56
No. 134

Have instances occurred in your own practice in which unnecessary
suffering or death has resulted from the enforcement of pro¬
hibition laws?

Yes. 54
No. 131

How many times have you found it advisable to prescribe these
liquors in a month?

Whisky: Number of physicians stating times advisable. 49
Number of physicians stating no times advisable.. 10-2

Beer: Number of physicians stating times advisable. 25
Number of physicians stating no times advisable. 119

Wine: Number of physicians stating times advisable. 31
Number of physicians stating no times advisable. 114

Do vo · hold a federal permit?
Yes.  
No. 61

The present regulations limit the number of prescriptions to 100
in three months. In your opinion, should there be any limit
to the number of prescriptions for alcoholic liquors a physi¬
cian may write?

Yes (limit not specified). 50
Restricted absolutely. 2
1 to 50 prescriptions. 18
50 to 100 prescriptions. 35
More than 100 prescriptions. 1

Total. 106
No restriction.·.. 72

Tn your opinion, should physicians be restricted in prescribing
whisky, beer and wine?

Yes. 103
No. 76

Questionnaires were sent to 310 physicians; 193, or 62 per
cent., were returned.

On the question "Is whisky a necessary therapeutic agent?"
the vote was: yes, 92; no, 98.

On the question "Is beer a necessary therapeutic agent?"
the vote was: yes, 49; no, 141.

On the question "Is wine a necessary therapeutic agent?"
the vote was: yes, 56; no, 134.

On the question whether physicians had witnessed unneces¬

sary suffering or death from enforcement of the prohibition
laws, the replies were: yes, 54; no, 131.

On the question as to the number of times physicians had
found it advisable to prescribe alcoholic beverages per month,
49 had found it advisable to prescribe whisky, and 102 had
not found it advisable; 25 had found it advisable to prescribe
beer, and 119 had not found it advisable; 31 had found it
advisable to prescribe wine, and 114 had not found it
advisable.

Eleven physicians stated that they held federal permits.
On the question as to whether physicians should be

restricted in the number of prescriptions for alcoholic bev¬
erages, 106 stated that they should be restricted, and 72 did
not believe such restrictions necessary; 50 physicians
answered yes, but did not specify a limit; 2 stated that the
number should be limited to absolutely none; 18 considered
from 1 to 50 prescriptions in three months sufficient ; 35
physicians considered from 51 to 100 satisfactory, and 1
physician considered 100 insufficient.

On the question "Should physicians be restricted in pre¬
scribing alcoholic beverages?" the vote was: yes, 103; no, 76.

COMMENTS
Of course, the argument can be easily made that restrictions on the

physician as to what he shall prescribe are impudent impositions; but
the physician has other restrictions, as to the quality of his preparation
for practice, and as to his conformity to certain social standards. If
the consensus of enlightened medical opinion is that alcoholics are not
indispensable, then, in the interests of society, the dissenting physician
may justly be restained from doing those things which society deems
prejudicial. All orderly social progress demands conformity t« major
opinion until that opinion has been refuted by argument and scientific
demonstration.—Grand Forks.

I am not in favor of the American saloon as it was running, but  
think that light wines and beer served with meals under proper restric¬
tions would do no harm. Whisky could be sold in sealed packages, as
under the Gottenburg system. Why pass the buck to the medical pro¬
fession?—Grand Forks.

I think that pure alcohol should be more readily available for labora¬
tory uses, especially for drying pipets. Also that a good form of alcohol
for external uses should b? available, tax-free. The prices people have
to pay now for "rubbing alcohol" are outrageous and almost criminal.
The denaturing constituent should be such that the "rubbing alcohol"
can also be used on the nipples and as a dressing for the cord in the
new-born.— Wells County.

The physician should requisition the liquor from the U. S. bonded
branch warehouse, and the physician should not charge for the prescrip¬
tion. The prescription should not be written until after a thorough
physical examination of the patient, for which he should charge.-—
Grand Forks.

OHIO
Ohio adopted a state constitutional amendment providing

for state-wide prohibition, Nov. S, 1918; it became operative,
May 27, 1919. Under the present law a legally qualified
physician holding a federal permit may, on filing a copy of
the permit with the state commissioner of prohibition, pre¬
scribe alcohol or alcoholic liquors not to exceed one-half pint
in ten days for the aged, infirm and known sick.

Questionnaires were sent to 2,732 physicians in Ohio, and
1,666, or 61 per cent., were returned.

To the question "Do you regard whisky as a necessary
therapeutic agent in the practice of medicine?" the replies
were: yes, 721; no, 931. These replies were thus distributed:
Cleveland: yes, 116; no, 107; Cincinnati: yes, 62; no, 65;
Columbus: yes, 49; no, 58; Toledo: yes, 43; no, <2; Dayton:
yes, 19; no, 30; Akron: yes, 25; no, 31 ; Youngstown : yes, 19;
no, 21; Canton: yes, 9; no, 18; Springfield: yes, 5; no, 10;
towns less than 50,000 and rural : yes, 347 ; no, 549.

To the question "Do you regard beer as a necessary thera¬
peutic agent?" the replies were: yes, 328; no, 1,316. The total
replies from cities of 50,000 or more were: yes, 150; no, 574.
The replies from the rest of the state were : yes, 178 ; no, 742.

To the question "Do you regard wine as a necessary thera¬
peutic agent?" the replies were: yes, 418; no, 1,222. These
replies were thus divided: cities of 50,000 or more: yes, 206;
no, 517 ; remainder of the state : yes, 212 ; no, 705.

The question "Have instances occurred in your own prac¬
tice in which unnecessary suffering or death has resulted
from the enforcement of prohibition laws ?" was answered :

yes, 324; no, 1,288.
The number of physicians who reported that they had found

it advisable to prescribe liquor was : Whisky, 535 advisable ;
954 not advisable. Beer. 139, advisable ; 1,278 not advisable.
Wine, 201 advisable; 1,210 not advisable.
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To the question "Do you hold a federal permit?" the
replies were : yes, 349 ; no, 982.

To the question whether there should be any limit to the
number of prescriptions for alcoholic liquors that a physician
should write, 979 replied that there should be, and 616, that
there should not. There were 271 who failed to specify the
limit; 213 would restrict prescribing absolutely; 177 would
limit prescriptions to from 1 to 50 in three months; 312
placed the limit at from 51 to 100 in three months, and 6
placed the limit above 100 in that time.

Opinions on the question whether physicians should lie
restricted in prescribing alcoholic liquors showed 1,014 for
restrictions and 583 against restrictions.

RESULTS IN OHIO

Cleve-
OHTO land

Number of physicians. 1,246Questionnaires sent. 412
Questionnaires returned. 226
Percentage of returns. 55

General practitioners. 164
Surgeons. 21
Specialists. 41

Po you regard whisky as a necessary therapeutic
agent In the practice of medicine?

Yes. 116
No. 107

Do you regard beer as a necessary therapeutic
agent in the practice of medicine?

Yes. 38
No. 184

Do you regard wine as a necessary therapeutic
agent In the practice of medicine?

Yes. 71
No. 151

Have instances occurred in your own practice in
which unnecessary suffering or death has re¬
sulted from the enforcement of prohibition
laws?

Yes. 37
No. 183

How many times have you found it advisable
to prescribe these liquors in a month?

Whisky: Number of physicians stating times
advisable. 105

Number of physicians stating no
times advisable. 90

Beer: Number of .physicians stating times
advisable. 9

Number of physicians stating no times
advisable. 177

Wine: Number of physicians stating times
advisable. 25

Number of physicians stating no times
advisable. 157

Do vou hold a federal permit?
Yes. 97
No. 104

The present regulations limit the number of pre¬
scriptions to 100 in three months. In your
opinion, should there be any limit to the num¬
ber of prescriptions for alcoholic liquors a
physician may write?

Yes (limit not specified). 38
Restricted absolutely. 11
1 to 50 prescriptions. 27
51 to 100 prescriptions. 57
More than 100 prescriptions.

Total. 133
No restriction. 86

In your opinion, should physicians be restricted
in prescribing whisky, beer and wine?

yoS. 133
No...'.. 84
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COMMENTS

Whisky as a medicine is fine, as a beverage it is absolutely unneces¬

sary.—Butler County.
I voted for prohibition and regret it now because it has caused, in

many instances, the opposite of what had been hoped for.—Columbus.
I have not found it necessary to write prescriptions as it is easier

for my patients to procure the liquor themselves.—Trumbull County.
I voted "dry" hoping for intelligent government and proper use of

alcoholics. I regret the fanatic is in complete power.—Columbus.
The Ohio State Legislature passed a law limiting the amount of

whisky to eight ounces every ten days. I considered this very inadequate,
of no use to my patients, so I surrendered my permit.—Cleveland.

I am not a prohibitionist, and never refused a drink if I cared to,
but my opinion is that liquor is hard enough on a well man and it is
absolutely foolish to give it to a sick one.—Erie County.

After many years in the practice of medicine I have decided that the
transient effect of alcoholic liquors in disease is a detriment rather than
a benefit.—Marion County.

If I had a federal permit it would be of no use to me as there is no

place within a hundred miles that I know of that alcohol or whisky
cou 1 d be obtained.—Washington Co unty.

I am not a rabid prohibitionist, but, in more than forty years' prac¬
tice, have not found any case where, in my opinion, alcohol was really
necessary. 'Tis not a food; 'tis not a medicine, and it only stimulates
as a poison stimulates.—Stark County.

An active state medical board or other unprejudiced body (not pro¬
hibition agents) should decide whether this or any other special privilegeis being abused.—Cleveland.

I do not possess a book in my library which does not recommend
alcohol in some form for some disease or condition, and when I pur¬
chased them I did not buy them because they recommended the use of
alcohol. We are certainly at present in the hands of fanatics.—Ottawa
County.

Reasons for not taking out permit : I cannot see under the presentworking of the system, from what I know of it, how you can be honest
to your patient, the government and yourself at the same time. I have
consequently left it alone.—Cincinnati.

No greater injustice has been done the American physician than has
resulted from this prohibition wave or what I deem the false interpre¬tation of the Volstead Act. It was never intended that alcohol was t'o
be denied the physicians and manufacturers of medicine for physicians'prescription.— Wayne County.

I consider the present prohibition law a failure. Although I have a
federal permit I can not get a prescription filled at any of our drug¬stores, but I can buy all the "boot-leg" whisky (not fit for medicinal
use) I want for from $4 to $18 a quart. Our newspapers are advocatingprohibition and advertising stills. [The doctor enclosed one of the
advertisements.—Ed.]—Ashtabula County.

Let us not, as physicians, lower the standard of our profession byprescribing a remedy that does more harm than good.—Gallia County.
I have lost thousands of dollars because of prostituted lives caused bythe open saloon; now the old booze gang would like to make a goat of

the medical profession to atone for the loss to them of the saloon. Theywould like to produce an outlet for whisky, beer and wine by way of
the medical profession, in spite of the Constitution and law and order.
My children do not now need to pass an open saloon on their way to
school. They used to be compelled to pass three in as many blocks. I
am opposed to helping the liquor interests in any way, shape or form.
—Butler County.
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PENNSYLVANIA
Pennsylvania has no state laws regarding the prescribing

of alcoholic liquors.
Questionnaires were sent to 4,430 physicians in Pennsyl¬

vania, and 2,575, or 58 per cent., were returned.
On the question "Is whisky a necessary therapeutic agent?"

the vote was : Philadelphia, yes, 455 : no. 221 ; Pittsburgh, yes,
177; no, 118. Total for the cities, yes, 766; no, 456; for the
rural districts, ves, 648; no, 682; for the state, yes, 1,414;
no, 1,138.

On the question "Is licer a necessary therapeutic agent?"
the vote was: Philadelphia, yes, 215; no. 453; Pittsburgh, yes.
60; no. 235. Total for the cities, yes. 353: no. 861; for the
rural districts, ves, 258; no, 1,069; for the state, yes, 611:
no, 1,930.

RESULTS IN PENNSYLVANIA

as £¡ a.
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PENNSYLVANIA   g S « =

CM t, £ pq M ¡S
Number of physicians. 3,467 1,231 208 162 159 147
Questionnaires seni. 1.224 491 «8 55 CO 55
Questionnaires returned. C81 298 32 23 29 28
Percentage of return.«. 56 (¡1 47 42 48 51

General practitioners. 500 220 23 20 21 19
.Surgeons. 05 32 5 1 2 2
Specialists. 11« 40 4 2 6 7

Do you regard whisky as a necessary theraieutic
agent in the practice of medicine?

Yes. 455 177 23 11
No.'. 221 118 ß Vi

Do you regard beer as a necessary therapeutic
agent in the practice of medicine.'

Yes. 215 fid 17 3
No. 453 237, 15 20

Do you regard wine as a necessary therapeutic
agent in the practice of medicine?

Yes. 290 96 23 8
No. 369 198 ÍI 14

Have instances occurred in your own practice in which
unnecessary suffering or death has resulted from the
enforcement of prohibition laws?

Yes. 135 39 7 5
No. 510 218 24 1«

How many times have you found it advisable to pre¬
scribe tlicse liquors in a month?

Whisky: Number of physicians stating times
advisable. 303 145 20 7

Number of physicians stating no times
advisable. 194 110 fi 13

Beer: Number of physicians statins tunes advisable 70 23 9 2
Number of physicians stating no times ad¬

visable. 365 193
Wine: Number of physicians statins; times advisable 140 52

Number of physicians stating no times ad¬
visable. 315 171

Do you hold a federal permit?
Yes. 35fi 157
No. 233 117

The present regulations limit the number of prescrip¬
tions to 100 in three months. In your opinion, should
there be any limit to the number of prescriptions for
alcoholic liquors a physician may write?

Yes (limit not specified). 92 30 1 4
Restricted absolutely. 18 9 .. 2 2
1 to 50 prescriptions. ,34 21 3 1 3
51 to 100 prescriptions. 115 68 6  ß
More than 100 prescriptions. 9 3 .. 1

Total. 268 137 9 11 15
No restriction. 384 144 22 11 14

In your opinion, should physicians be restricted in
prescribing whisky, beer and wine.·
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On the question "Is wine a necessary therapeutic agent?" tin-
vote was: Philadelphia, yes, 290; no, 369; Pittsburgh, yes, 96;
no, 198. Total for the cities, yes, 476; no, 723; for the rural
districts, yes, 341; no, 983; for the state, yes, 817; no, 1,706.

On the question whether physicians had witnessed unneces¬

sary suffering or death from enforcement of the prohibition
laws, the replies were: yes, 416; no, 2,076.

On the question as to the number of times physicians had
found it advisable to prescribe alcoholic beverages per month,
1,132 had found it advisable to prescribe whisky, and 1,024
had not found it advisable; 206 had found it advisable to

prescribe beer, and 1,656 had not found it advisable; 394 had
found it advisable to prescribe wine, and 1,523 had not found
it advisable. In Pennsylvania, 1,123 physicians of those reply¬
ing stated that they held federal permits.

On the question as to whether physicians should be
restricted in the number of prescriptions for alcoholic bever¬
ages, 1,226 stated that they should be restricted, and 1,246
did not believe such restriction necessary; 338 physicians
answered yes, but did not specify a limit ; 185 stated that the
number should be limited to absolutely none; 228 considered
from 1 to 50 prescriptions in three months sufficient; 451
considered from 51 to 100 satisfactory, and 24 physicians con¬
sidered 100 insufficient.

On the question "Should physicians be restricted in pre¬
scribing alcoholic beverages?" the vote was: yes, 1,221;
no, 1,257.

COMMENTS

Ten years ago I used whisky in septic cases. I stopped it and have
noticed no difference in results. Alcohol has no place in medicine; it is
simply a beverage.—Pittsburgh.

Knowing the physiologic· and toxicologie action of alcohol, I have
always felt I served patients best without alcohol in any form as a
therapeutic agent.—Pittsburgh.

Distilled liquor is a "necessity" and still more frequently "advisable."
1 do not think that a sufficient number of the medical profession are
"crooked" to result in any important degree in the nullification of the
intent of the Volstead Act.—Philadelphia.

The "privilege" (of prescribing alcohol) adds another to the manydisagreeable duties imposed on the conscientious physician. It turns
many of his patients to unscrupulous confrères. The physician who
believes in the therapeutic merit of alcohol should be unrestricted in its
use. He should, however, be required to submit a clinical report of
those cases wherein alcohol is prescribed.—Pittsburgh,

Restrictions cannot be too strict for the good of the profession as
well as the public, for the physician who practices for revenue rather
than for the good of his patient. The physician who really thinks alcohol
indicated in a certain case is not likely to be greatly handicapped. If
all physicians were honest there would be no need for restrictions.
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The more generally the profession assists in enforcement, the more rea¬
sonable will the restrictions become.—Athens.

It would be advisable to take liquor out of the druggists' hands
entirely. Have it handled by the government. In this way if a patient
needs liquor a better product at a more reasonable price could be secured
and the government would have absolute control.—Pittsburgh.

The great majority of qualified physicians can be trusted tu prescribe
alcohol as they are trusted to prescribe other remedies, without restric¬
tion, but those who abuse such privilege should be taken care of by
the law.—Philadelphia,

Therapeutics cannot and should not be regulated by law. Nor should
scient i tic questions be discussed or decided upon other than scientific
grounds. Men of criminal tendencies, or those who would prostitute
their science in order to evade the law, should not be allowed to practice
medicine. Men who appreciate their responsibilities to their patients,
to the public health, to the profession, and to the science of medicine,
should not be hampered in their use of any and every agent or method
that may to them seem desirable in any particular instance, whether fin¬
tile treatment of the sick or for the prevention of disease.—Philadelphia.

I have never seen a single instance where alcohol was required in the
treatment of disease. Personally, I would favor laws prohibiting the
manufacture of alcohol in any form for internal use. I do not, how¬
ever, favor any law unless provisions are made and executed for their
enforcement.—Clark's Summit.

I am a teetotaler. However. I recognize that alcohol is a good ser¬

vant but a bad master, and this can be said of other habit-producing
drugs.—Montgomery County.

I am now 81 years of age. I have been in the active practice of
medicine ever since 1866 (55 years). Have not found it necessary to

use alcoholic or brewed liquors in any case. I answer No to Questions S
and 9 because I think no reputable physician slit m Id be restricted in
what he believes to be necessary to relieve sickness or prevent death.—-
Meyersdale.

For more than twenty years I have never permitted my patients to

take any form of alcoholic liquor. I greatly disapprove of its employ¬
ment both from observation and theoretically. It is an evil, and no

conscientious and consistent physician who takes time to consider the
subject or has at heart the all round good of his patients and community
can do other than resent the assumption that he might believe it in any
way other than harmful.—Kane.

Marriages

Wallace L. Orcutt, West Newbury. Mass., to Miss Ora
E. Drake of Haverhill, Mass., at Boston, December 15.

James P. Warren, San Francisco, to Miss Beatrice
McClaskey of Berkeley, Calif., December 20.

Willard Alonzo Chipman, Madison, Wis., to Miss Isabel
Arnold of Dorchester, Mass., December 13.

Benjamin D. Luck, Pine Bluff, Ark., to Miss Wordna
Clements of Little Rock, November 15.

Edwin Varner Long to Miss Jessie Crawford, both of
Sunnyside, Utah, December 12.

John Henry Gosnf.ll to Miss Marie Lämmer, both of
Seattle, October 24.

Rex F. Swartz to Miss Prudence Plummer, both of Seattle,
recently.

Deaths

James Magee Dentley  Cincinnati; University of Cin¬
cinnati College of Medicine, Cincinnati, 1911; member of the
Central States Pediatrie Society; served in Mexico as captain
of the First Ohio Field Hospital Corps and during the World
War; formerly assistant professor in pediatrics, University
of Cincinnati ; member of the faculty of the College of
Pharmacy ; member of the Cincinnati Academy of Medicine ;
member of the Association of Military Surgeons; served in
the pediatrie department of the Cincinnati General Hospital;
died, December 12, at Baltimore, aged 34.

Eugene Woodbury Hill, Taholah, Wash.; University of
Maryland School of Medicine, and the College of Physicians
and Surgeons, Baltimore, 1886; formerly government physi¬
cian on the Coeur d'Alene, Blackfoot and Quiuiault Indian
reservations; was given the Roosevelt bronze medal for ser¬

vice in Panama; at one time vice president of the Medical
Association of the Isthmian Canal Zone; formerly on the
staff of the Chinese Detention Hospital, Malone, N. Y. ; died,
December 14, at Tacoma, Wash., aged 56.

[unk]Indicates "Fellow" of the American Medical Association.

James Cowper Shelton  Chillicothe, Mo. ; St. Louis Col¬
lege of Physicians and Surgeons, St. Louis, 1889; specialized
in ophthalmology, otology, laryngology and rhinology ; at one
time president of the city board of education; secretary-
treasurer of the Livingston County Medical Society; state
examiner for the blind; was taken ill in his automobile,
December 5, and died at the Chillicothe Hospital, from
chronic nephritis and uremia, aged 59.

Albert Carl Kimberliti ® Indianapolis ; Medical College of
Indiana, Indianapolis, 1888; professor of clinical medicine,
Indiana University School of Medicine, Indianapolis; at one
time president of the Indiana State Medical Association and
the Marion County Medical Association; died, December 14,
when he was accidentlly shot through the temple while on a

hunting expedition, near Osgood, Ind., aged 58.
William M. Knapp, Hope, Idaho; St. Louis Medical College

(Washington University), St. Louis, 1872; practitioner for
nearly half a century; Civil War Veteran; former member oí
the Nebraska state legislature ; for four years professor of
medicine, University of Nebraska; formerly superintendent of
the Nebraska Hospital for the Insane, Lincoln; died, Novem¬
ber 16, from senility, aged 74.

Erwin George Linkman, Milwaukee; Marquette University
School of Medicine, Milwaukee, 1913; member of the State
Medical Society of Wisconsin; served as lieutenant, M. C,
U. S. Army, during the World War; member of the staff of
the Emergency Hospital, Milwaukee, where lie died, Decem¬
ber 14, from injuries received in an automobile accident,
December 11, aged 29.

Leander Morton Farrington, Manchester, N. H. ; Medical
School of Harvard University, Boston, 1894; member of the
Massachusetts Medical Society; member of the medical
advisory board during the late war; assistant, clinical medi¬
cine, Tufts College Medical School, Boston; dropped dead in
his office. December 11, from heart disease, aged 48.

Andrew J. Simpson, Cleveland; Cleveland College of
Physicians and Surgeons, Medical Department of Ohio Wes-
leyan University, Cleveland, 1898; health officer of South New-
burg; formerly house physician, St. Alexis Hospital, and
superintendent of the Detention Hospital; died, December 7,
after a lingering illness, aged 44.

William Card Harmount, Pittsburgh; Atlantic Medical
College, Baltimore, 1909; senior staff surgeon of the Homeo¬
pathic Hospital; served with the British expeditionary forces
in France as regimental surgeon during the late war, with
rank of captain, received the British Military Cross; died
suddenly, December 8, aged 37.

Nathaniel L. Rogers, Wickcliffe, Ky. ; Hospital College of
Medicine, Medical Department Central University of Ken¬
tucky, Louisville, 1890; member of the Kentucky State Med¬
ical Association ;. county health officer; at one time president
of the Ballard County board of health; died, December 16,
from chronic nephritis, aged 58.

John D. Tucker, Newcastle, Pa.; Jefferson Medical College,
Philadelphia, 1900; member of the Medical Society of the
State of Pennsylvania; affiliated with the State Tuberculosis
Dispensary since its establishment; died, December 11, from
strangulated hernia, aged 48.

Henry John Bergold, Brooklyn; New York University
Medical College, New York City, 1871 ; practitioner for half
a century; for twenty-five years visiting physician to St.
Mark's Hospital, Manhattan; died, December 20, from
arteriosclerosis, aged 72.

John J. Rinehardt, Chaonia, Mo.; Barnes Medical College,
St. Louis, 1903; member of the Missouri State Medical Asso¬
ciation ; died, December 8, at the St. Francis Hospital, Cape
Girardeau, Mo., from septicemia, following the extraction of
three teeth, aged 44.

Clarence G. Wilson, St. Mary's, Pa. ; Jefferson Medical
College, Philadelphia, 1873; practitioner for nearly half a
century; member of the Medical Society of the State of Penn¬
sylvania; county coroner; died, December 11, from influenza,
aged 73.

Herbert Lee Constable, New York City; Medical Depart¬
ment of the University of the City of New York, 1889; mem¬
ber of the Medical Society of the State of New York; died
suddenly, December 18, from heart disease, aged 55.

Oscar B. Kirkpatrick, Cherry Fork, Ohio ; Miami Medical
College, Cincinnati, 1886; member of the Ohio State Medical
Association ; president of the county board of health ; died,
November 18. from nephrolithiasis, aged 65.
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